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San Francisco Youth Eurythmy Troupe presents a Eurythmy Performance
Astrid Thiersch, Artistic Director

Special guest: SF Waldorf Grade School Circus Program

Kanbar Hall, Jewish Community Center of San Francisco, 3200 California Street 

Tickets: BrownPaperTickets.com and San Francisco Waldorf Grade/High School offices
adults $20 advance/$25 door                    children $12 advance/$15 door

for more information visit www.sfwaldorf.org

Program previews the Troupe’s tour to The Netherlands and Belgium, February 16-23, 2013

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 at 7:00 pm              
Wednesday, February 6, 2013 at 4:00 pm

The Wish of all Wishes

Tuesday, February 5 & Wednesday, February 6 - 2 Performances Only! - 2013 Eurythmy Troupe performance
The world-renowned San Francisco Youth 
Eurythmy Troupe presents its 18th annual 
Eurythmy Performance, “The Wish of All 
Wishes” at the JCC/SF on February 5 and 6, 
2013. 

Artistic Director Astrid Thiersch has prepared 
a program full of beauty and delight — pieces 
include the title tale, poetry by Steiner, St. John, 
and Silverstein, and music by Chopin, Schubert, 
Mozart and Webern. 

Special guest performers are the SFWS Circus 
program! Don’t miss this fabulous show, 
appropriate for all ages!

Advance tickets are discounted and available at 
school offices or at BrownPapertickets.com.

Bring your grade school children to the early 
show on Wednesday at 4pm.

 The JCC is only 1/2 mile from the grade school 
campus and has paid onsite parking for your 
convenience.

Grade School: 2938 Washington Street, SF, CA  94115; tel. (415) 931-2750;  info@sfwaldorf.org
High School: 470 West Portal Avenue, SF, CA  94127; tel. (415) 431-2736; highschool@sfwaldorf.org

San Francisco Waldorf School www.sfwaldorf.org. Comments regarding this Newsletter or requests for e-mail pdf copies can be sent to newsletter@sfwaldorf.org.
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Class Plays: We’re Not Just Playing Around Here
Plays and performance are an integral part of Waldorf education throughout 
the grades.  They serve many purposes, demonstrating skills including music, 
linguistic understanding through recitation, and the visual arts with sets, props 
and programs.  But plays and performances are more than just an opportunity to 
integrate art into the curriculum.  They give the children an opportunity to meet 
themselves and each other through the stories and their social interactions.  Class 
plays also allow the children to become more integrated as a class. 

One of the key foundations of Waldorf education is that it is “developmentally 
appropriate.”  As such, the curriculum is carefully designed not only around the 
skills that the children are ready to learn, but also around the life lessons that will 
resonate with them.  Thus, in second grade, right as the children are beginning 
to work with their own morality, with questions of right and wrong, fairness, 
and being good, we use the stories of wise and holy people as well as fables and 
morality tales. 

This attention to developmental 
appropriateness is represented 
in both the stories that are 
reenacted as well as the way they 
are performed.  The second grade 
usually works on the play  “Saint 
George and the Dragon.”  In 
this play, the children are able to 
embody the struggle of the good 
deed overcoming the dragon’s 
wild nature.  At the same time, 
because the play is performed in 
vocal unison and possibly even 
in a circular setting, these young 
children are able to experience 
the emotional aspects of all the 
parts without having to separate 
too much from the group.  They 
are together in their own world 
of imagination. The audience 
is allowed to witness their 
process rather than attending a 
performance in the usual sense. 
As the children progress through the grades the individual voices become more 
and more important.  Solo roles can give students an expanded opportunity to 
express themselves, try on new personalities, and explore qualities that might be 
hard for them to try out in daily life. 

The performance curriculum also plays a key role in the development of the class 
as a group; it is an incredible training ground for working with group dynamics 
and supporting social inclusion.  In the early years, the choral speaking allows 
all the voices to be heard as one—the speech moves them in one direction with focus.  This allows the children to engage the play deeply.  They must 
know all the play and not just their lines, and they are supported in this by the whole group sharing the speech and sharing the image of the story. 

Later on, when the individual children take on sole ownership of a character, putting on a play becomes an opportunity for the class to try a new 
interpersonal dynamic as the children find themselves in roles that ask them to relate to each other in different ways than they are used to.  The teacher 
watches this process carefully all the way through the grades, noticing which introverted child is supported by the choral singing or which child needs 
an opportunity to be very silly or to be very wise. Pulling together all the elements of a play is also an opportunity for community building amongst 
the parents as they come together to help the teacher with various aspects of the play.

The plays live deeply in the lives of the children and the school as a whole. The children will vividly recollect moments for years to come. The 
storylines of all the plays are about striving and have elements of struggle, internal reflection, and action springing out of bravery, faith, and goodness. 
In second grade, Saint George’s journey well represents the children’s reverent relationship to their own 8-year old life path. Preparing and presenting 
plays at all grade levels serves the whole child and the larger social group in the deeply integrated way that is the hallmark of Waldorf education.

-Susan Bolich with Seraph White

“The first grade play I saw with my 
grandson was almost a dance rather than 
a play with the children coming in and 
out of the circle. There was no “here’s a 
part and here’s a part” – it was more 
of an integration between the children 
and the characters and the work. I could 
see that in the circle they all could find 
their role. I got a sense of the children 
being supported rather than thrust out 
center stage too early....My son came in 
sixth grade in the mid-nineties … The 
most remarkable part was that the kids 
took responsibility for each aspect of 
the performance—there were not a lot 
of adults hand-holding.  The class was 
cohesive as a group and this was reflected 
in the play – from the lead role to the 
backstage work they were all valued and 
they all valued each other.” 

-alumni parent and current grandparent

Photos: Grade 1 play, Grade 3 Play; Grade 7 & 8 plays. photo credits: Scott Chernis; Cory Powers; Lawrence Ames
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Upper Grade Showcase
This is the third year of our Upper Grade Showcase for students 
in grades 6-8. The event has changed slightlly to include 
student selected lesson work as well as musical presentations by 
individuals and small ensembles that have chosen to explore 
music beyond what they play in their class orchestras. A packed 
crowd came to the evening presentation and many others were 
able to view the student’s lesson books and projects on display 
during the afternoon.

Winter Fair Chases Away the  
Winter Rain for a Beautiful Day
This year’s Winter Fair had one of the rainiest set-up 
days and morning starts we have seen in a very long 
time. This year’s Fair extended out to the street where 
there was a petting zoo, pony rides and several games 
took over garages. Lots of last minute tarps and tents 
were strung up on Saturday. Early Sunday morning 
brought high winds and a deluge that had vendors 
and parents struggling with last minute set-up in full 
rain gear. Somehow by 11am, the sun appeared,  
the day turned beautiful and once again Pocket 

People roamed, candles were 
dipped, amd Sleeping Giants 
roared to life.

Congratulations to the amazing 
unflappable SFWS volunteer 
community that somehow 
always makes the sun shine! 

Photos this page: 
Cory Powers
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Alumni Corner

We love updates! Send in your updates or find out more 
about our alumni program at  
www.sfwaldorf.org/alumni  

or contact Seraph White at swhite@sfwaldorf.org.

Christopher Evart (SFWS 2006)
Christopher Evart, currently a Technical 
Animation International Supervisor at 
Rhythm & Hues Studios in Los Angeles, 
California is part of the team that has recently 
received an Academy Award Nomination for 
their work on Life of Pi. Chris attended San 
Francisco Waldorf School from kindergarten 
through high school.

Chris started working at Rhythm & Hues 
a couple of years ago, right after completing 
his BA at Cogswell Polytechnical College 
in Sunnyvale.  While he learned the whole 
process of animation during college, he found 
he was best at something called rigging and 
character effects. In the industry, this is gives 
him the role of the technical animator, and it 
is an integrated mix of technical and aesthetic skill sets.

Rhythm & Hues is one of the biggest special effects houses in the world 
and has been around for about twenty-five years.  It first gained acclaim 
for its Academy Award winning work on “Babe” in 1995. From this point 
it became particularly well-known for its work with animals and creatures 
and has worked on a large number of features that include cartoons, special 
effects, and computer-generated creatures like the talking animals in the 
Chronicles of Narnia. Chris has mostly worked on children’s movies, 
including Alvin and the Chipmunks and Mr. Popper’s Penguins.  Because 
these have been more “cartoony”, he was excited to get the chance to work 
on a more realistic creature, the tiger in Life of Pi.

Life of Pi was by far the most exciting project that Chris has worked on yet.  
The tiger was only 
about fifteen percent 
“real,” and so the 
film relied a lot on 
Chris’ department for 
making the tiger have 
secondary motion, 
including skin and 
fur that move in a 
realistic way.  This 

means that he had to run physical simulations on the skin to make it 
wrinkle and fold as if it was real.  For fur he ran the programs that allow 
for gravity, interactions, and collisions. Chris’ work allowed the boy to look 
like he was petting a real tiger, rather than thin air. To achieve this Chris 
had to simulate how the fur and skin would respond to the pressure of the 
previously filmed hand.

Chris’ work as a Technical Animator requires a fairly rare skill set, one that 
he credits Waldorf for helping him develop.  While most people focus on 
either the technical software side or on the purely artistic side, Chris and his 
fellow riggers build the computer controls that allow the animators to move 
the creatures.  This requires both solid technical skills as well the aesthetic 
and sculptural skills required to make the creatures look right. Chris 
remembers drawing in kindergarten, and says “it really had me thinking 
visually from a young age. All the teaching done in a visual way, all the art 
classes… I was constantly surrounded by art.” This mixed later on with 
the science classes that he enjoyed with Dr. Carini and Ms. Alba where he 
learned the problem solving that supports his technical work today. “I can 
see, hearing other people’s experiences, that I was really lucky to go to such a 
wonderful school.”

Tyler Iorillo (SFWS 2010)
When director Kelly Lacy (SFWHS Theater Program and 
Humanities teacher) wanted to give the high school’s production 
of Oliver! a more contemporary urban feel, it occurred to her to 
reach out to alumni Tyler Iorillo 
to see if he would be interested 
in being involved. Tyler is a SF 
Waldorf “lifer” who started out 
in Kindergarten with Dagmar 
Eisele and graduated in 2010 
from our high school program. 
He is currently pursuing a 
combined major in Urban 
Studies and Illustration at the New School in New York City. 

Tyler’s interest in art really began in high school where he 
started to develop his own style and found himself very drawn 
to illustration with bold outlines. Tyler grew up in the Mission 
District and feels very drawn to urban settings and street art. By 
senior year he had discovered that he really liked working on large 
surfaces and had already painted his first “permission wall” when 
a neighbor agreed to let him transform a graffiti-covered garage 
door. He enjoyed that random people saw his work and that 
some even wondered out loud if he really had permission to do 
what he was doing.  For Tyler’s senior project he did a wall mural 
and documented the process from locating a wall, to getting 
permission, to a wonderful time lapse video of himself painting 
the wall. Many of you may have seen the two large portraits on 
canvas of Martin Luther King, Jr. that Tyler painted for the school 
to use for MLK Day assemblies each year. 

Painting the Oliver! set (pictured below) was a new experience for 
Tyler. He painted both a back drop and the structural surfaces 
designed and assembled by SFWS parent Patrick Markle. Ms. 
Lacy asked him to use Victorian London as an influence (the 
original setting of the play) and then bring a gritty contemporary 
urban feel to it. Because it is a musical, she wanted it also to have 
a lot of color and finally she requested that the graffiti stencils 
and tags he used were “grade school’ appropriate. Tyler relished 
the research and the constraints of working with colleagues and 
the space. He found himself exploring new territory as he had 
to paint all the structural surfaces of the set in a heightened but 
realistic manner before he could add the graffiti art and tags he 
wanted to do. 

Continued on page 6 “ALUMNI”
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Studying the Pacific Rim in Grade 9
The 9th Grade Pacific Rim main lesson saw the class take to the road for a morning 
at Ocean Beach.  Once there, we established a comfortable place from which to view 
the Pacific Ocean - its wave patterns (it happened to be the high tide) and the sky 
above.  Students sketched their own version of the water and environment and took 
notes on what thoughts and feelings it brought them.  These notes were then turned 
into original poems, done with Leslie Marmon Silko’s poem, ‘Prayer to the Pacific’, 
in mind.  

The main lesson is 
an interdisciplinary 
course that helps to 
orient the student 
in both a Bay Area 
context and within 
the Pacific Rim.  We look at the geography of China, Japan, and Hawaii, as well as  
their ancient histories and beliefs; such as yin-yang, feng shui, kami spirits, and hula.   
Our class reader is local writer Gail Tsukiyama’s The Samurai’s Garden. 

We were also lucky to have visiting lecturers:  Ms. Hou on the evolution of Chinese 
calligraphy, Sophie Kawada (from the Senior class) on Japanese New Year and food,  
Ms. Allingham on Hawaiian hula, and Mr Pittenger on migrations around the Pacific 
and tectonic movement. 

Nicholas Wong, Humanities Teacher

Pictures from SFWHS production of Oliver!
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Public Events Coming Up
Tuesday, February 26, 7:00 - 9:00pm  Town Hall Meeting - at the grade school campus

All are welcome to this annual review of the state of the school.

Saturday, March 16, 2013, 6:00 - 9:30pm World Café: a Multicultural Initiative - at the High School
Friday, March 22 Grandparents and Special Friends Day at the Grade School
Monday, March 25 Grandparents and Special Friends Day at the High School

Visit our online calendars and news pages at www.sfwaldorf.org for more details about events.

San Francisco Waldorf School cordially invites you to our

2013 Benefit Auction Party

Celestial Spring
Saturday, April 27, 2013, 6:00 - 11:00 PM

The General’s Residence, Upper Fort Mason, Bay Street @ Franklin Street

Look for your invitation in the mail coming soon...

...bring your starry gaze  and your dancing shoes

Tyler’s studies have led him to be very curious about how we use public 
space and how public art affects people. One of the things that Tyler most 
credits Waldorf education with teaching him is the ability to sense what kind 
of reactions his art will engender and the skill to use different approaches 
and mediums to shift or modify these reactions.  Being exposed to so many 
different artistic mediums at school, he has had the opportunity to really 
explore their impacts both alone and “mixed and matched”.  He hopes to do 
more public murals and installations to continue working with the interplay 
between art and the people interacting with it.

In the meantime, he has plans to develop his own small art business, the  
Local Illustrations collective. He says “The active interconnectivity at San 
Francisco Waldorf School gave me a strong sense of the importance of 
community in small business.”  The goal of his new start-up is to provide 
a space for artist to help each other through networking and collaboration. 
While his business is still new, Tyler is confident that it will be successful,  
and he credits Waldorf with giving him the sense that “ you can create almost 
anything yourself with a little tenacity”. 

Be sure to check out www.localillustrations.com or like it on SpaceBook 
for new projects and paintings! Check out the Local Illustrations website at 
localillustrations.com.

More Alumni Updates
Allason Leitz (SFWS 2010) is working for the Seattle International Film Festival(SIFF) 
in the Education Programs department with some really exciting monthly special events 
as well as with the African Pictures Program. She is still volunteering as the Assistant to 
the Directors at the Film Festival in the DR Congo. She went back this past summer 
and is planning to return this summer again! 

Jane Koopman (SFWS 2006) is currently living in Maine where she ski patrols and 
works for a non profit that supports and helps start high school outdoor clubs around 
the state. In her spare time she does a lot of whitewater kayaking.

SFWHS Participates in San Francisco  
Urban Orchard Project
In January, SFWHS participated in a city wide event that 
succesfully planted over 200 trees in 25 locations including our 
high school campus at 470 West Portal. The tree planting was 
part of the San Francisco Urban Orchard Project which in turn 
was developed in partnership with SF Environment’s Urban 
Forestry and Carbon Fund programs.  The goal of the program  
is to address both environmental and food security issues. 

In late 2012, Friends of the Urban Forest (FUF) was awarded  
the most recent grant to plant and provide care for the 200 apple, 
pear, and plum trees that were planted in January 2013.  FUF will 
provide ongoing tree care for the next five years, until the trees are 
established.  SFWHS will handle regular tree care — primarily 
watering — and will harvest, eat, and share the fruit within the 
neighborhood.  As part of the City’s food security plans, SF 
Environment plans connect tree stewards with food pantries where 
they can share any excess fruit. To view a map of the tree planting 
sites and get more information about the Urban Orchards program 
please visit: www.sfenvironment.org/orchards.

SFWHS Earth Science Teacher Ben Pittinger led the volunteer 
efforts at our high school campus.  They planted 4 plum, 2 pear,  
3 apple and 2 crabapple trees in several locations.

Rachel Pierce (SFWHS 2010) will be participating 
in Columbia College’s Semester in LA this spring. 
SiLA is a five-week immersion program that allows 
students to experience Hollywood first hand with 
industry professional.  Rachel is in a Television 
Drama Writing track and is particularly interested in 
learning about this part of the entertainment industry 
and is looking forward to opportunity to network 
with Waldorf alumni who are already in LA.

Continued from page 4 “ALUMNI”


